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The housing market has historically been the main way Americans build wealth. The nationwide 

homeownership rate is 65.9 percent; far more Americans have housing wealth than wealth in any other 

asset. Homeownership rates for low- and moderate-income (LMI) households lag their higher-income 

counterparts, and homeownership rates for households of color lag those of white households, but 

many mortgage loans are being made to LMI borrowers and borrowers of color. It is only natural that as 

investors focus more on environmental, social, and governance issues, investors would want more 

disclosure on the characteristics of the loans they own. Against this backdrop, there has been 

considerable discussion about policies regarding social bonds in the single-family mortgage market.  

The government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) and Ginnie Mae have both taken action or are 

taking action to increase their disclosures to help investors meet their environmental, social, and 

governance mandates. Meanwhile, the Federal Housing Finance Agency has put out a request for input 

(RFI) on social bonds (hereafter, “S-lending”). The RFI states, “An Enterprise-labeled social bond should 

positively impact borrower sustainability, affordability and/or equity” (DHMG 2023, 5). 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac do not currently issue single-family mortgages that are labeled as 

social bonds, though they do so on the multifamily side. But the GSEs do provide disclosures that would 

increase transparency into S-lending. This is done through two mechanisms: 

◼ Issue special bonds. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac already issue single-family affordable pools 

solely composed of loans originated under their principal affordable lending products—Fannie 

Mae’s HomeReady and Freddie Mac’s Home Possible—as well as limited issuance under other 

affordability programs (e.g., housing finance agency programs and refinance programs). 
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◼ Provide social disclosures on regular bonds. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac both recently 

introduced Social Index disclosures. This index is designed to measure the amount of socially 

oriented lending in a mortgage pool.  

The Purpose of Social Bond Programs  

It is important to ask what the purpose of a social bond program should be or, equivalently, what 

increased disclosures on mortgage pools should be. The general thought is that investors should be 

willing to “pay up” for S-mortgages and that, as the Federal Housing Finance Agency noted, this value 

can benefit the borrower, such as by reducing costs and increasing affordability. Many investors are 

unwilling to pay up for S-bonds just because of the label, as they have a fiduciary responsibility to their 

investors to maximize returns. But in mortgage bonds, S-lending is generally expected to have more 

valuable prepayment characteristics. That is, investors value mortgages that prepay slower when 

mortgage interest rates are low, as investors can earn their above-market coupon longer; or they value 

mortgages that prepay more quickly when rates are high, which gives investors the ability to reinvest 

more funds at a higher rate. Investors are willing to pay up for bonds with superior prepayment 

characteristics. Note that investors are generally interested only in prepayment characteristics, as the 

credit is guaranteed by a quasi-governmental organization.  

The mortgage market is currently paying up for pools that are entirely composed of loans with such 

characteristics as smaller loan sizes and lower credit scores. The market is also paying up for the single-

family affordable pools. This reflects the fact that lower-balance (smaller) loans, for example, tend to 

prepay much less quickly when rates are low, as (1) refinancing costs are higher relative to the loan 

amount and (2) if originators are capacity constrained, as they often are when rates fall, smaller-balance 

loans are not prioritized to offer refinancing, as they are less profitable to originate. 

Although the pay-ups for prepayment protection are almost always applicable, pay-ups are market 

dependent. Investors will pay up more in a market that is conducive to refinancing. An organized system 

for trading these “specified pools” has evolved—the pay-ups are quoted as a spread (in 32nds of a 

percent; 8 ticks would entail a pay-up of $0.25 per $100 par) over generic product. Generic product is 

the to-be-announced (TBA) market, where the investor does not know exactly which mortgages will be 

delivered. The pay-ups can never go negative, as these “spec pools” are good delivery into TBA pools. 

That is, generic product sets a TBA floor on pricing, assuring these mortgages of liquidity under all 

market conditions.  

The hope is that a spec pool market will develop around broader S-lending. A few items will help this 

market develop. First, it is important to be able to quantify these products’ prepayment benefits. 

Second, the more homogenous the specified pool, the more likely investors are going to be comfortable 

making the spec pool pay-up, as they can be confident they will receive the prepayment benefit. Third, 

the more homogenous the specified pool, the more likely the borrower will actually receive the benefits 

of this more favorable pricing. That is, the originator will know, when they give the mortgage quote, that 

they can sell the loan at a pay-up and will hence be more likely to pass some of that on to the borrower.  
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It is hard to quantify whether current spec pool pay-ups get back to borrowers, but we know they 

partially do. That is, for example, borrowers with small loan balances do not realize lower rates, even 

when the spec pool pay-ups are large. But small-balance loans are more expensive to originate; absent 

these pay-ups, the loans either would not be originated or would be originated at much higher rates.  

The Current Social Index Is Less Well Suited  

to Spec Product 

The Social Index, as currently designed, looks across three dimensions—income, borrower, and 

property—and scores on eight criteria: low-income borrowers, underserved minorities, first-time 

homebuyers, low-income areas, minority tracts, high-needs rural, designated disaster area, and 

manufactured housing (table 1).1  

TABLE 1 

Proposed Social Index Dimensions and Criteria 

Dimensions Criteria 

Income Low-income borrowers 

Borrower Underserved minorities 
  First-time homebuyers 

Property Low-income areas 
  Minority tract 
  High-needs rural 
  Designated disaster area 
  Manufactured housing 

Source: Fannie Mae. 

The GSEs then disclose two numbers on each pool:  

◼ The social criteria share, or a number reflecting the share of the pool (by loan count) meeting 

any of the social criteria. So if 20 of 30 loans in the pool have at least one social characteristic, 

the social criteria share would be 66.67 percent.  

◼ The social density score, or an aggregate average of the number of socially oriented lending 

activities. If there are 30 loans in the pool, and 10 have three of the social attributes listed 

above, 10 have two of the attributes, and 10 have only one attribute, the social density score is 

2. 

It is a real contribution to lay out the social attributes where enhanced disclosure is warranted. 

These social attributes also align with the GSEs’ Duty to Serve and housing goals. But the issues with 

this index are highlighted in the letter that the Structured Finance Association sent to Fannie Mae on 

behalf of its investor members.2 In particular, the investor members uniformly believe that “the way the 

Social Index measures, aggregates, scores and reports the Social factors…provides limited utility.” In 

particular, each social factor is very different and has different implications for projecting prepayments. 
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For example, manufactured homes may prepay far more slowly than LMI loans. First-time homebuyers 

may not exhibit prepayment characteristics all that different than other homebuyers, after correcting 

for loan size and credit characteristics. Minority borrowers may prepay more slowly than white 

borrowers after correcting for loan size and credit characteristics.  

The more granular the information, the more investors can attribute value and decide which 

characteristics they are willing to pay up for. Aggregation of characteristics makes it more difficult for 

investors and makes it more difficult for the pay-up to be directed back to the borrower. If a loan 

originator does not know what the characteristics of the other loans in their pool will be, they cannot 

pass any of the spec pool pay-up back to the borrower.  

Yes, a few impact investors value the social characteristics. But these investors will value more 

granular disclosure even more, as they can more easily see how they are optimizing their fund’s social 

mission. 

The GSEs’ reason for constructing an index, rather than disclosing the data, is data privacy concerns. 

Fannie Mae states, “Mortgage-related disclosures may present data privacy concerns, specifically a 

potential risk that certain disclosed information can be combined with other publicly available data, 

potentially enabling third parties to identify the specific individuals—in our case individual borrowers.”3 

We think there are alternatives that protect privacy while still providing environmental, social, and 

governance investors the insight they need to more precisely value the prepayment (or other social) 

attributes. 

Alternative Approaches 

Another way to construct social disclosures would be to release limited information at the pool level on 

a characteristic-by-characteristic measure, rather than aggregating the characteristics. An example is 

shown in table 2. The market would be able to figure out the prepayment characteristics of LMI pools 

and would price appropriately. If an originator knew that a pool would command a pay-up, they could 

pass back some of the savings to the borrower. 

For table 2, we have largely adapted the GSE construct but have suggested adding a category for 80 

to 100 percent of the area median income.  
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TABLE 2 

Social Disclosures: A Pool-Level Alternative 

Criteria 
Percentage in 

pool 

LMI borrowers   
 < 80% of the AMI   
 80–100% of the AMI (not 120%)   

Underserved minorities * 
First-time homebuyers  
Low-income areas  
Minority tract * 
High-needs rural  
Designated disaster area  
Manufactured housing  

Source: Urban Institute, based on Fannie Mae’s criteria shown in table 1. 

Notes: AMI = area median income; LMI = low- and moderate-income. Asterisks indicate the value is capped. These disclosures 

would apply if the pool has at least 25 loans. If the pool has less than 25 loans, there is no social disclosure. 

Addressing Privacy Concerns 

We agree that data privacy is a valid concern. But data privacy concerns can be addressed by (1) 

disclosing each characteristic separately and including no cross-tabulations and (2) disclosing 

information at the pool level, not the loan level. If there is a concern about small pools, one could 

disclose the information for pools with at least 25 loans. For pools with less than 25 loans, there would 

be no social disclosures. 

More persuasively, Ginnie Mae has the same data privacy concerns and has begun disclosing 

information about the number and share of LMI borrowers in a pool.4 To make this possible, it has 

signed memorandums of understanding with the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and the 

Veterans Administration (VA). LMI information will be aggregated from FHA and VA loans pools into 

single-family mortgage-backed securities originated in 2012 or later and will be disclosed monthly. The 

following data points will be included: 

◼ the number of underlying loans made to LMI borrowers 

◼ the share of LMI loans to overall loans in the pool 

◼ total unpaid principal balance (UPB) among LMI loans in a pool 

◼ the share of LMI UPB to overall pool UPB 

Table 2 proposed disclosing only the second item, the share of LMI loans to overall loans in the pool. 

Our approach would allow an originator to put together a 100 percent LMI pool or a 100 percent 

rural pool should they choose to. But two categories in the Social Index dimensions (table 1) disclosures 

are particularly sensitive, as they relate to protected classes: the shares of the pool going to 

underserved minorities and to minority tracts. If the share was 100 percent, it would be possible to 
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identify the borrowers of the specified loans as underserved minorities or as living in minority tracts. It 

would hence be necessary to cap the share of these in a single pool. 

Disclosing the S-dimensions in a more granular fashion is more likely to create a liquid market that 

better recognizes, and pays for, the latent prepayment value in S-lending.  

Social Bond Designation? 

Several questions in the RFI deal with the designation of social bonds. The social bond designation does 

not substitute for enhanced disclosure. The worst outcome of this RFI would be a simple, one-size-fits-

all designation of social bonds. In and of itself, without better disclosure, a social bond designation 

would do little. There are a minority of investors who would value this designation, as it would allow 

them to use it to fill certain social impact mandates. But a bond with a social mission and without 

superior prepayment characteristics would likely not command a pay-up. Moreover, it would rob the 

market of the spec pool market that could develop with better disclosure. For example, if Home Possible 

and HomeReady pools lost their disclosures and were lumped in with other social bonds, they would 

lose much of their pay-up. Finally, the social bond designation is not without its costs to the issuer; these 

costs include better transparency and annual reporting.5  

The question is whether a social bond designation, in conjunction with better disclosures, would be 

desirable. We think probably so, but it will require a great deal of thought as to how to define a social 

bond so it does not interfere with the market decisions that better disclosure would provide.  

First, it is critical that the mortgages always be deliverable into TBA pools. This will preserve 

liquidity under every set of market conditions; an investor will be more comfortable paying up for a 

specified pool if the pool can never sell for less than TBA.  

Second, any social designation should not interfere with market forces. As the new disclosures are 

released, more data will become available for investors to look at prepayment behavior. This will 

determine the pay-up structure. Characteristics that are valued by the market may change. For 

example, some of the characteristics that offer prepayment protection may actually prepay more slowly 

in a high-rate environment. In a low-rate environment, the spec pool pay-up will be primarily 

determined by borrowers’ responsiveness to refinancing. In a higher-rate environment, such as what we 

have now, where few borrowers can refinance, the spec pool pay-up will be determined by prepayments 

because of mobility and cash-out refinancing. Letting the market figure out what social characteristics 

should be priced is the key; this may be different in different market environments (high rates versus 

low rates). And if the originators know the social characteristics that are valued in that market 

environment, it will maximize the chance that the borrower can benefit from the enhanced disclosures. 

Finally, it is important for the FHA and the GSEs to be flexible enough to add extra disclosures over 

time. For example, as special purpose credit programs gain critical mass, the GSEs may want to disclose 

the share of loans in each pool that benefit from these programs. If a social bond designation were used 

in conjunction with increased disclosures, it would need to be updated over time.  
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Conclusion 

The mortgage market is currently paying up for such characteristics as smaller loan sizes and lower 

credit scores. They are also paying up for the single-family affordable pools. The S-mortgages introduce 

additional pool-level disclosures, giving investors the opportunity to pay up for combinations such as 

LMI borrowers, underserved minority borrowers, first-time homeowners, minority census tracts, rural 

census tracts, designated disaster areas, and manufactured housing. But what set of disclosures would 

maximize these pay-ups? 

S-lending disclosures and designations aim to achieve two separate, if related, goals: to allow 

investors to identify these bonds and to allow borrowers to benefit from the pay-ups investors pay. 

Certainly, the more granular the disclosure, the better the information investors will be able to use to 

analyze the prepayment characteristics of these bonds, and the more likely they will pay up for these 

bonds. That is, if there is no disclosure, LMI and minority borrowers cannot possibly benefit from their 

more desirable prepayment characteristics. But the mechanism by which borrowers benefit from these 

pay-ups is more amorphous and difficult to measure.  

If the goal is to lower the cost of borrowing to certain groups of borrowers, explicitly doing so 

through GSE pricing (e.g., by lowering loan-level pricing adjustments) is more direct. We realize that the 

GSEs have already brought loan-level pricing adjustments to zero for some borrowers, but there is no 

reason they could not be negative—that is, cash back at the closing table. Stated differently, using the 

capital markets’ pay-ups to subsidize the borrower is a less efficient form of subsidy than changing GSE 

pricing. But with social disclosures, it is important to realize that the market, not the GSEs, is providing 

the subsidy to the borrower. It would require more granular disclosure for the borrower to benefit from 

the spec pool pay-up. That is, the lender needs to be able to count on the pay-up being there when the 

loan is closed. 
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Errata 

We corrected this brief on March 27, 2023, to change “specific pools” to “specified pools” on pages 2 

and 6. 
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